Hurry Up!™ Tables

• Quick to set up
• Easy to reconfigure
• Simple to store

KI Hurry Up! Tables. When you need it yesterday.
Working in the fast lane.

Breaking the speed limit.

In today’s hectic climate, you need mobility and flexibility to get it done quickly. Make last-minute changes. Respond to unexpected “fire drills”. Move it. Store it. And, by the way, do it yourself. With Hurry Up! tables, one person can flip them into position and roll them into place. The lightweight top option and casters make rearranging tables a breeze. Need to move to another room? Simply nest two or three tables together and roll them away. It’s fast furniture for your fast-paced world.

The compact nesting ability of the Hurry Up! table is achieved through an innovative leg-within-leg design.

The release mechanism allows one person to flip the table with one motion. Simplicity at work.

Hurry Up! tables are available with an optional lightweight top for even greater ease of movement.

Glides and lower cost, non-flipping tables are options.

Hurry Up! Tables

Hurry Up! tables put you on the fast track when it comes to setting up, reconfiguring and storing tables. When you have a table on casters that flips and nests, it just doesn’t get much easier.

Flip it.

A quick and simple one-step release enables the top to flip and lock. The leg-within-leg nesting ability of the table and its incredibly narrow folded “envelope” maximize limited storage space.

Nest it.

Pair Hurry Up! tables with Torsion® on the Go!® seating for the ultimate in mobility, flexibility and compact storage.

The compact nesting ability of the Hurry Up! table is achieved through an innovative leg-within-leg design.

The release mechanism allows one person to flip the table with one motion. Simplicity at work.

Hurry Up! tables are available with an optional lightweight top for even greater ease of movement.

Glides and lower cost, non-flipping tables are options.

GSA Contract Holder
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